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Innumerevole
Deconstructed rhythms, imaginary melodies, smoky basslines and lo-fi klangs
are layered and suddenly scattered through pitched digressions and adventurous
live-resampling.
Innumerevole is released on tape and digital and features the track Furtivo,
which has been included in The Wire Tapper 35 cd published by The Wire.

Delmore FX
"The Swiss born, Berlin based Elia Buletti works with both analogue and digital
equipment to make music that draws lines between free improvisation, bedroom
solipsism and outdoor vorticism. Ghostly samples, lo-fi twangs and drum
improvisations crystallize and dissipate in openended rearrangements and well
honed miniatures". ( The Wire )
Elia started to make music around 2000 and have been involved in various solo
projects and collaborations before starting to perform as Delmore fx in 2010.
Since 2011 he's based in Berlin where he has been playing gigs around, as well as
obstinately researching on an open and ductile way to improvisational composition in the post-electronica field. His music is based on digital and analog
recordings that are continuously and ephemerally restructured through
improvisation on mixer, loopers and effects. Some digital releases are to be found
online and a cassette (Pico Azul on Digital Death Records) has been released on
October 2013 and is sold out.
In 2008 Elia created the label Das Andere Selbst, this is the twentieth physical
release for the label and the first of Delmore fx.
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A1 Phillydula
B1 Sull'erbetta del suburbio
B2 Gigantomachia
B3 Cuna
C1 Ventunesima pupilla
C2 Ricetta per dissolvermi
C3 Lume
C4 Rotta in due punti lungo le piegature
D1 Furtivo
D2 Il nulla
D3 Molto graziosamente con le sue belle mani
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info@dasandereselbst.org
http://dasandereselbst.org
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All tracks by Elia Buletti
Recorded at D.A.S. Berlin
master and artwork by Elia Buletti
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